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Hypnosis: A Comprehensive GuideCrown, 2000

	I first met Tad James in May 1993, when I attended his Accelerated NLP Practitioner Certification in Irvine, California. I was presenting NLP sales training programmes at the time and decided it would be useful for me to get a qualification in NLP. However, I was a little dubious about the hypnosis part of the training. "What use would...
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Learning Construct 2Packt Publishing, 2014

	Design and create your own engaging, extensible, and addictive game using Construct 2


	About This Book

	
		Discover the important game objects, behaviours, and events within Construct 2 to get you started with game development
	
		Create mesmerizing games quickly and efficiently, and become a top...
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ARM System-on-Chip ArchitectureAddison Wesley, 2000
information appliances - phones, PDAs, laptops and other devices. The ARM is at  the heart of this trend, leading the way in system-on-chip (SoC) development and  becoming the processor core of choice for many embedded applications.
System-on-chip technology is changing the way we use computers, but it also    sets designers the very...
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WHO Child Growth Standards: Head Circumference-for-age, Arm Circumference-for-age, Triceps Skinfold-for-age and Subscapular Skinfold-for-ageWorld Health Organization, 2007

	A comprehensive review of the uses and interpretation of anthropometric references undertaken by WHO in the early 1990s concluded that new growth curves were needed to replace the existing international reference.

	

	To develop new standards, a multi-country study was carried out to collect primary growth data and related...
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Robots, Androids and  Animatrons, Second Edition : 12 Incredible Projects You Can BuildMcGraw-Hill, 2001
Bound to stir the imagination and inspire plans.--Poptronics, on John Iovine's PIC Microcontroller Project Book

MORE SENSORS--MORE SMARTS--MORE MOVES--MORE POWER--MORE CONTROL--MORE PROJECTS--LOWER COSTS--AMATEUR ROBOTICS COMES INTO ITS OWN!

Robots, Androids, and Animatrons Second Edition

The time has come for you to...
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Computer Organization and Design, Fifth Edition: The Hardware/Software InterfaceMorgan Kaufmann, 2013

	The fifth edition of Computer Organization and Design-winner of a 2014 Textbook Excellence Award (Texty) from The Text and Academic Authors Association-moves forward into the post-PC era with new examples, exercises, and material highlighting the emergence of mobile computing and the cloud. This generational change is emphasized and...
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Practical Reverse Engineering: x86, x64, ARM, Windows Kernel, Reversing Tools, and ObfuscationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Analyzing how hacks are done, so as to stop them in the future


	Reverse engineering is the process of analyzing hardware or software and understanding it, without having access to the source code or design documents. Hackers are able to reverse engineer systems and exploit what they find with scary results. Now the good guys...
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Pro Android Apps Performance Optimization (Professional Apress)Apress, 2012


	Android quickly became almost ubiquitous. With the world transitioning from feature phones to

	smartphones, and then discovering that tablets are, after all, devices we can hardly live without,

	application developers today have a choice between mostly two platforms: Android and iOS.

	Android lowered, some may even say broke, the...
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How to Create the Next Facebook: Seeing Your Startup Through, from Idea to IPOApress, 2012

	In just under a decade, Facebook has gone from a Harvard prodigy's dorm-room experiment to an essential part of the social life of hundreds of millions of children, teens, and adults across the globe. It's no surprise, then, that the company has been the subject of countless magazine articles, books, and even movies. But despite the...
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Mobile and Wireless Network Security and PrivacySpringer, 2007

	Currently the mobile wireless technology is experiencing rapid
	growth. However the major challenge for deployment of this technology
	with its special characteristics is securing the existing and future
	vulnerabilities. Major security and privacy issues for standard wireless
	networks include the authentication of wireless clients and...
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Surviving the Whiteboard Interview: A Developer’s Guide to Using Soft Skills to Get HiredApress, 2019

	
		The industry standard whiteboard interview can be daunting for developers. Let’s face it: it combines the worst aspects of a typical interview, on-the-spot public speaking, a quiz show, and a dinner party full of strangers judging you?all at once. Brilliant developers can let their nerves get the best of them and completely...
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Windows Vista Ultimate BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
The ultimate book on the ultimate Vista for gamers and digital media buffs    

    

    If you're the ultimate gamer and multimedia fan, Windows Vista Ultimate and this information-packed book are for you. Want to launch games with a single click? Share files with your Xbox 360? Try out new audio and media tools?...
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